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Description: 
The MC5x113 chips are single axis, single chip members of the Magellan family.  These 
chips support brush DC, three phase brushless DC, and two phase microstepping motors. 
Digital closed loop current control is provided using lower leg current sensing.  High/low 
PWM output for each FET is supported, with programmable dead time, signal sense, and 
capacitor recharge time.  The other Magellan motor output modes, with the exception of the 
parallel DAC modes, are supported as well. 
 
Version 1.2 includes the ExecutionControl command (opcode 0x35), which behaves in the 
same way as it does in Atlas.  ExecutionControl may be invoked only during NVRAM 
initialization, if invoked from a host SPI, serial, or CAN channel it will raise error 28, 
Initialization Only. 
 
Initialization accepts two arguments, a 16-bit unsigned option, and a 32-bit unsigned value. 
The only valid option is zero, time delay.  All other values are reserved. 
The value argument is interpreted as the number of 51 µs commutation periods to delay. 
This argument may take any value between 0 and 231 – 1, inclusive. 
 
For example, the command: 
   ExecutionControl 0 1000 
when executed from NVRAM will pause for 52 ms before executing the next command in 
NVRAM. 
 
The ExecutionControl command is required in order to support the use of Atlas with 
MC58113 NVRAM initialization, because there is a delay between setting the output mode to 
SPI Atlas and the availability of the SPI channel for communication to Atlas.  When using a 
host processor it is recommended to poll the drive status register to determine when the 
Atlas connection is available.  This option is not available from NVRAM, so a simple delay 
must be used.  If, after the delay period, an Atlas connection could not be established then 
the first NVRAM command that requires Atlas communication will raise error 20, Atlas Not 
Available, and NVRAM initialization will stop.  The error condition may be recognized by 
testing the InstructionError bit of the event status register, and using the GetInstructionError 
command. 
 
The delay used after setting the output mode to Atlas SPI must be chosen to allow sufficient 
time for Atlas to power up.  It is recommended that at least 500 ms be allowed if the Atlas is 



 

initially not powered, and a minimum of 100 cycles if Atlas is ready for operation when 
MC58113 is powered up.  Much longer delays may be required depending on the sequence 
in which various parts of a system are brought up. 
 
Known Bugs: 
514 The published specification for analog input accuracy, ± 0.1%, may not be met, 

particularly with significant changes in temperature.  The actual accuracy 
specification is ± 0.5 %. 

613 The leg current B reading is affected by the state of Hall signal B.  The difference is 
approximately 0.2 % of full scale when the leg current is near zero.  While 
noticeable using trace this is not likely to have a practical effect on current control. 

 
Known Issues: 
599 The field oriented current control mode for step motors does not work well when the 

commanded current is much larger than the current that can actually be achieved.  
This is most likely to be a problem at high speed, when the back EMF of the motor is 
significant.  The solution is to reduce the commanded current to an achievable 
value, in which case FOC performs better A/B current control. 

614 The current version (1.1) of the MC58113 Electrical Specification describes the use 
of pins AnalogRefHigh (24) and AnalogRefLow (27) to provide an external 
ratiometric analog reference.  In fact the MC58113 family uses an internal 3.3V 
analog reference.  Pin 24 should be connected to AnalogVcc and pin 27 to 
AnalogGND. 

 
Incompatibilities with version 1.1: 
None 

 
Changes/Fixes: 
624 Reading the bus supply current using GetDriveValue, GetTraceValue, or trace 

always returned zero, although overcurrent detection worked.  This is fixed. 
621 The ExecutionControl command has been added.  See discussion above. 
625 The InstructionError bit of the event status register was not set when an error 

was raised by an NVRAM command.  It now does. 
 
 
Incompatibilities with version 1.0: 
An error status will be returned when the motor type is step and the following commands 
are issued:  Set/GetPositionLoop, GetPositionLoopValue, Set/GetMotorLimit, 
Set/GetMotorBias, Set/GetAuxiliaryEncoderSource, or SetPhasePrescale. 
 
Previously these commands returned successfully, but did nothing useful. 

 
 
Changes/Fixes, Version 1.1: 
618 The AtRest1 pin was not correctly driven when in pulse & direction output 

mode.  This is fixed. 
616 When driving a step motor without using an encoder, the SetActualPosition 

command could alter the current phase angle.  This is fixed. 
545 Set/GetCurrentControlMode commands were not correctly relayed to an 

attached Atlas amplifier when in Atlas output mode.  This is fixed. 
537 The SetBreakpoint command accepted some undefined values for the trigger 

field.  An error is now signaled in these cases. 



 

598 The trace activity bit was not set immediately after issuing a 
SetTraceStart 0 command, which could cause difficulties in determining trace 
state when the sample time was long.  This is fixed. 

593 SetTraceMode 2 incorrectly set the trace activity bit (bit 1 of the TraceStatus 
register).  SetTraceMode 2 now returns an error status, and changes 
nothing. 

555 The phase currents were not correctly computed in Hall commutation third 
leg floating mode, leading to poor performance of the current loop.  This is 
fixed. 

556 When in Hall commutation third leg floating mode a PWM channel could 
continue switching at zero modulation (50/50) even when output was 
disabled by the operating mode.  This is fixed. 

551 When in Atlas output mode GetCurrent 2 did not correctly return the Atlas 
drive current.  In this release it does.  If not in Atlas mode an error status is 
returned. 

543 Breakpoints based on axis state were not always reliable.  This is fixed. 
527 GetTime sometimes returned 1 instead of zero before receiving a synch 

pulse in synchronization slave mode.  This is fixed. 
476 Position loop derivative action did not work for approximately 3.3 seconds 

after reset or setting motor type.  The delay was longer with longer sample 
times.  This bug is fixed. 

501 Some current trace variables were shown as negative in Pro-Motion trace 
when they were actually large and positive (> 0x7FFF).  Since 0x7FFF is 
very near the real maximum these values are now clipped to that limit. 

522 Bus voltage limit checks did not work properly.  This bug is fixed. 
528 Hall sensor based phase initialization did not work correctly with the motor 

direction reversed by signal sense.  This bug is fixed. 
530 Hall sensor based phase correction did not work correctly when used with 

commutation on the auxiliary axis.  This bug is fixed. 
 
 


